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Abstract
Let M(G) be the convolution measure algebra on the LCA group G with
dual T. and A the maximal ideal space of M{G). For EC G a compact set. let
Gp( E) be the subgroup of 0" generated algebraically bv /;'. R{ E) the measures which
are carried by a countable union of translates of Gp(E). and Pr the natural
projection from M(G) onto R( E). Also let h, be the multiplicative linear functional
¡i h» ( Pt:p){ I) on M(G). Then we prove that if G is an /-group, and E an //,-set. we

get h, £ F (i.e. the closure of T in A).

1. Introduction. Let G be a nondiscrete LCA group with dual I\ and M(G) the
convolution measure algebra of G (cf. [8. 14]). We denote by A = AM((;) the maximal
ideal space of M(G). Given a Borel set E in G, let 1(E) be the set of those measures

¡x in M(G) which satisfy | p\ (Gp(E) + x) — 0 for all x G G. where Gp(E) is the
algebraic group generated by E, and R(E) — I(E)X be the set of those measures in
M(G) which are singular with respect to all members of 1(E). Thus 1(E) and R(E)
are an L-ideal and an L-subalgebra of M(G), respectively, and M(G) can be
decomposed into the direct sum of 1(E) and R(E). Moreover, each measure in
R(E) is carried by countable union of translates of Gp(E). Let Pt denote the
natural projection from M(G) onto R(E). Then PE is multiplicative and the linear
functional /x \-* (PEn)(\) — (PE\i)(G) is a complex homomorphism of M(G), which
we will denote by hE.

C. F. Dunkl and D. E. Ramirez [3] proved hE G T (i.e. the closure of T in A) for
some Borel set E. In this paper we shall study hE for some thin sets E.
In order to prove our results, we need some notations. For /i G M(G), we denote jû
the Gelfand transform of ju which equals to Fourier-Stieltjes transform on T, and
Il/Î||„ = sup{| ß(y) | : y G Y). Given a set A"in G and a natural number n, we define

nK = K + ■■■+ K (n times). Also we define nK = {0} if n = 0, and nK = (-« )(-K )
if n is a negative integer. Given a subgroup // of G, we shall define that K is
//-independent if (a) K D // = 0, and if (b) whenever x,,...,x„
are finitely many
distinct elements of A, (/>,,... ,/?„) G Z", andp,x, + ■■■+/>„*,, G //, then/? *■ G //
for ally = 1,2,...,«.
Notice that when H — {0}, the above definition agrees with
the usual definition (cf. [8]). We shall say that a LCA group G is an /-group if every
nonempty open set in G contains an element of inifinte order. The author wishes to
thank Professor S. Saeki for his many helpful criticisms and suggestions.
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2. Maximal ideals and thin sets. Let G be a LCA group and K a compact subset of

G. K is called an //„-set if inffjl/lll^ | IlMII= 1, fiEM(K)} =a (0 < a < 1). We
shall simply call K a Helson set, if K is an //„-set for some a.
Theorem 1. Let G be a nondiscrete LCA I-group. Then if K is an Hrset,
hk G T. Also there exists K and Ha-set (0 < a < 1) such that hK&Y.

we have

Theorem 2. Let G be a nondiscrete LCA group. Then there exists K a non-Helson
set in G such that

Hm ||y - 111^= 0 and hK £ f.
Corollary
1 (cf. [1]). Let G be a nondiscrete LCA I-group. Then there exists {hK}
uncountable maximal ideals such that hK G A\I\ and there exist {hK) uncountable

maximal ideals such that hK G Y \ Y.
Corollary
2. Under the notation of Theorem 2, hK is not a strong boundary point
for the uniform closure of M(G) in C(A).

The next result is obtained by C. F. Dunkl and D. E. Ramirez [2].
Proposition.

Let f be an element in A. Then f is contained in Y if and only if

\ß(f)\^\\ß\\xforalltxEM{G).
In order to prove our results, we need some lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let K be an Hx-set with KB 0 in G,e a positive number, and E a compact
subset in G with E D Gp(K) = 0. Then there exists a probability measure ne E G

M(G) such that ||/leE — 1||^ < e and ll/ît £ll£ < e. Moreover, if we put A — {(e, £) |
e > 0, and E is a compact set with E D Gp(K)

= 0 }, and we define (e,, £, ) ^ ( e2, E2)

for (e,, £,) G A (i = 1,2), ife2 < £\ and £2 3 £,, we obtain that lim fie E = wA in the
w*-topology of M(Yh), where Yh is the Bohr compactification ofY, A the annihilator
Gp( K ) in Yh, and mx the normalized Haar measure of A.

of

Proof. The first half is obtained by modifying [9, Theorem 5] (cf. [15]). We
remark that {ril E}A is a net in A/(G). Then we have the last half by the first half.

Q.E.D.
Lemma 2. Let K be an H^-set containing 0 in G, e a positive number, and E0 a finite
subset of G which is Gp(K)-independent.
Also let E0 be a compact set in G with
E0 Pi Gp(FQ U K) = 0. Then there exists v a probability measure in M(Y) such that

| v — 1 |< £ on F0 U K and \P\< e on EQ.
Proof. Let mA be as in Lemma 1. By [8], for tj > 0, there exists P0 a trigonometric
polynomial on A such that
(\)P0>0on
A and \\P0mA\\ = 1,
(2)supp/0CG/?[F0UG/7(/:)],

(3)\(P0mAf-

1 |< 7,on F0 + Gp(K), and

(4) | (P0mA)\<

T, on £0 + Gp(K).
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Choose a sufficiently large finite set F with {0} U £0 C £ C G/>(£0)and (F — F) D
Gp{K) = {0}, and set P(y) = lxeFCxx(y) on Y, where Cx = P0(x + Gp(K)) (x G
F). For ne E as in Lemma 1, we define veE = \P\ fte £. Then by Y C Yb and Lemma

1, we get that

(5)'lli^ll =/rJ/*!<*/*.,£,
(6)'I JtJ P I ^fe,£ _ /rj -PI ^mAI1-*
0 aS(£>^) •"*°°>an^
(7)' ll"£,£- P^EW =írJ\P\-P\

dfi^E»fr>\\P\-P\

dmAas (e, E) h+ oo.

On the other hand, by the definition of P, we have /r | P | í/wa = 1 and P = | P |

on A. So by (5)', (6)' and (7)', we get that
(5) IIvt E || h» 1 as (e, £) h» oo, and
(6) || veE - PßeE\\

h» 0 as (£, £) h> oo.

For the above trigonometric polynomial P and for tj > 0, by (5), (6), the assumption
of Lemmas 2 and 1, there exists (e, £) G A such that
(7) £ D ({*, - x2 | x„ x2 G £, x, * x2} + JC) U (£0 - £),

(8)£C

Gp(K)=

0,

(9)IIA£.£H£<T//(2,ef|Cx|+l),
(10)|lke£|| - Ktj,
(ll)lk£,£-P/xe-£||<T,.

and

If we define v = veE/\\veE\\ in M(Y), v will satisfy the properties

of Lemma 2. In

fact, for^ G £0 and k E K U {0}, by the definition of v, we have that | v{y + k) —

1 \<{\K¿y + *)- 11+| 1 - \KE\\ |)/ll",£ll. By (7), (8), (9), (10),and (11),we :
obtain

IKAy + k) - 1|* r, + | (PjuE.£:f
Cf + k)- 11
<T, + |cy£££(/c)-i|

+ 2 |cx||/xE.£0

+ /c-*)|

<tj + 2tj + tj,
and | v(y + k) — 1 |< (5tj)/(1 — tj). Also for e G £0, we have that

\P(e)\^{v

+ \(Pßt.EY(e)\)/\\^E\\

and | v(e) \< (2t/)/(1 — tj) by (7) and (8). Thus p satisfies what we want for or

sufficiently small tj. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let /x be any measure in M(G). By | ß(hK) \ —\ (PKn)(\) | ) |
and the Proposition, it will suffice to show \\(PKfi) H^ =£ IIAIIoof°r a^ i" e M{G). ?).
For £ > 0, there exists F a finite set such that

(1) II"o- *jt#ll < £' where "o = filcpi/O+FLet k G K be fixed. Since K is an //,-set, K — {k} is an //,-set with AT— {&} 3 0 in in
G. Then there exists £0 a finite set in G such that £0 is Gp(K — {/c})-independent mt
and Gp(F U K) = GP(F0 U (K — {&})). So there exists Af a natural number such ich

that
(2) || T — v01| < £, where t = it \K , and

KN = N(F0U(K-

{k}) U (-£0) U (-* + {k})).
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Now let £0 be a compact subset of G such that
(3)ll(/i-T)|CN£oll<£and£0nG/>(£0U(tf{*}))= 0.
By Lemma 2, there exists v a probability measure in M(Y) such that
(4) Hi- lllf0u(jt-(*})<e/^and
<£.
(5)11*1
Ee

By (1), (2), and (3), we get that
(P(x)y(x)dn(x)

> [ P(x)y(x)dn(x)

JG

-

JKN

f v(x)y(x)

dp(x)

- 3e.

JEa

Also by (4) and (5), we have that | v(x) — 1 |< £ for x G KN, and

<| t(y) I —e —e — 3e.

( v{x)y{x)d\i(x)
Jr.

On the other hand, we have that | ¡c v(x)y(x) dp(x) |*£ II£11„II HI = \\ß\\x. Then
we get that |t(y)|< 11/111«,
+ 5e. Thus by (1) and (2), we have that |(P^ti)"(Y)|^
||/x||00 + 7Eandll(P^)*ll0o^llr'llcoThe last half is as follows. By Körner [6], there exist K a perfect independent
//„-set (0 < a < 1) and a probability measure a G M(K) such that lim^,^^ | â(y) \<
1. If we assume hK G Y, there exist {y„} such that lim„_00/ yn da = j hK da. Since
we have that

lim jy„da\

= lim |<j(y)|<

1

Y-oc

and jhKda

= 1 by the property of a, we get the contradiction.

Q.E.D.

Lemma 3 [7, p. 114]. Let G be anondiscrete LCA group, and L a totally disconnected
perfect independent set and non-Helson set in G. Then there exists K C L a clopen
non-Helson set in the relative topology of L such that llM(cp(Vt)Hoo* 311/ill^ for some
nonzero measure ti in M(L).

Lemma 4 [9]. Let G be a nondiscrete LCA group, F G G a finite set, and E C G a

closed subset with E C\ Gp(F) = 0. Then to each e > 0, there exists f G A(G) —
L'( Y) such that 0 < /*£ 1 on G, /' = 1 on F, f = 0 on some neighborhood of E, and

f\

/1(C)

< 1 + E.

Proof of Theorem 2. Since G is a nondiscrete LCA group, there exists L a totally
disconnected perfect independent set and non-Helson set such that

lim ||y-

HI/. = 0

y— oo

Yer

(cf. [5, 8]). Then by Lemma 3, there exists K C L a perfect subset with the property
of Lemma 3. Now we shall show hK & Y. By the Proposition, it is sufficient to show
that we get a contradiction if we assume \\(PKv) Il„oo IIí IIœ for all v G M(G). We
define K' = L\K, and for n as in Lemma 3, PK\i = ni + /¿2 where /x, = ^K and
fi2 = ßK- Since L is an independent set, we have that (a) ju, = A*|Cp(Al,and (b)

\i2 G Mj(K'). By (a) and the choice of it, we get 11/1,1
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Also by (b), we assume that the support of /x2 is a finite set. By Lemma 4, to each
e > 0. there exists/G A(G) (0 *£/< 1) such that/=
1 on supp/i2./=
0 on A, and

II/ IIAto < 1 + e. Then for y G Y, we have that

(yfd(PK(i) = JK
(yfd(PKfi) + *K'
f yfd(PKlx)= JK'
f yfd(Pklx).

J0

Thus we get that

fydn, = f yfd(Pkp)\= fyfd(PKli)

Jc

JK'

I

Ja

< U/HA,a,\\(W\\a3<V+e)HPKH)'U<*>
and II/ItHoc * HC/cr1)!!» (* HmH«)- On tne other hand, by the assumption
contradiction and the property of Lemma 3. we have that

of the

NAHoc> Hii II« - H/M« = llM|c^/f)H«
- NA2IIoo
>3Hiaiiao-iiMll0O

= 2iiJaii0C.

Therefore we get a required contradiction.
Q.E.D.
Proof of Corollary
1. By the well-known fact [7], there exists A a totally
disconnected perfect independent set with o(=£ 0) G M(K) and o(y) ^ 0 asy ~ cc.

Then A is divided with A - A, U K2 such that /i,ni,^0

and #,, K2 are

nonempty perfect compact subsets with j(^ 0) G MÍA-,) and f(7)h>0 asynx.
Since A" is an independent set, {A", + {x}}xeK are pairwise disjoint sets. By [11],
there exists K(x) a totally disconnected perfect independent and non-Helson set
with K(x)

C A, + {x}. Then {A(x)}teAn

are an uncountable

set, and {hK{x^xeK,

are what we require. In fact, we assume x ¥=y and K(x) n (Gp(K(y)) + z) * 0.
Hence, if there exist h\ w' G K(x) such that m' = z + 2, n¡k(y, i) and w' = z +
2, «i^'( v, (') where n,, n'n integers and k(y, i), k'(y, i) G A( v), we have w — w' =

-I,n',k,(y,i)

+ I,n,k(y,t).

Since we have Gp(K(x)) n G/j(A( v)) = {0} by* ¥=y,

we get w — w'.

Thus there exists /x a continuous probability measure on A(jc) such that ß(hK{y))
= 0. Therefore we proved the first half. Also it is well known that there exists A" a
totally disconnected perfect independent //,-set in G. So the last half can be proved
in the same way as the above method by Theorem 2. Q.E.D.
The proof of Corollary 2 is clear by Theorem 2 and [13].

3. //-Kronecker set. In this section, we show a generalization of [12] in some sense.
First we define //-Kronecker set.
Definition. Let G be a nondiscrete LCA group, A a compact set, and H a closed
subgroup of G. A is called an //-Kronecker set if, to each e > 0 and / G C( A ) with
|/| = 1, there exists y G //x such that Wf — y\\ K < e. We simply call A a Kronecker

set. if//=

{0}.

Next we shall show the existence of a nontrivial //-Kronecker
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Theorem 3. Let G be a metric I-group, and H a a-compact closed subgroup with
Haar measure zero such that {px: x G U} t- H for any natural number p and for any
neighborhood U of 0 G G. Then there exists A an H-Kronecker set which is a totally
disconnected perfect set.

The proof is obtained by modifying [8, 5.2].
Theorem 4. Under the above assumption, let p be a nonzero continuous measure on
K. Then we have that for any y G Y, /x, G M(G) (1 < i' < n), and e > 0, there exists

Y„ G r such that \(hH(JL,)(y) - (hHn,)(y0)\<

c (1 «Si -C n) and | p(y0)|>

Ilp H/2.

Proof. Let w be the natural mapping from G to G/H, and w: M(G) i-> M(G/H)
the mapping induced by v. Then we remark w(/x) = ß \H± for all /t G M(G). Now by
the definition of A, ir( A ) is a Kronecker set on G/H. Hence, by an application of

[12] in G/H, there exists YoE H± such that

and|i(YPHYo)|>HpH/2(cf.[4]).
That is, we have
\(hflti,)(y)-(hfili,)(yo

+ y)\<^

{\<i<n),

and | p(yo + Y) |> llpll/2. This establishes the result. Q.E.D.
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